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About This Game

"Asmodee has a pretty excellent record of bringing well-regarded modern boardgames to mobile. Onirim is no exception,
providing a twist on the solitaire card game that's just perfect on your phone.” - Pocket Gamer

A Golden Geek Best Solo Board Game Nominee, Onirim is a card game where you play as a Dreamwalker, lost in a mysterious
labyrinth, and you must discover the oneiric doors before your dreamtime runs out - or you will remain trapped forever!

Onirim is a solitaire card game. You must work against the game to gather the eight oneiric doors before the deck runs out. You
can obtain door cards either by playing cards of the same color three turns in a row or by discarding one of your powerful key

cards when a door appears from the deck. In both cases, you will have to decide the best use of each card in your hand and
carefully play around the Nightmares. Those cards are hidden in the deck and will trigger painful dilemmas when drawn.

In addition to the exciting solo mode, players will enjoy the intuitive user interface, automated deck management, and stats to
track their progress and successes against the game!

Onirim includes:
• Shadi Torbey's base Onirim game in solitaire mode

• 2 expansions: The Glyphs (free) & Crossroads and Dead Ends ($0.99)
• Original artwork from the base game by Philippe Guerin and Elise Plessis, enhanced by animations

• Solo play
• Detailed, interactive, turn-by-turn, in-game tutorial

• Scoring sytem with global leaderboard
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• Offline stats record so you can track your progress
• Languages available: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish

***One of my favorite solitaire games! - Zee Garcia, The Dice Tower

Find all the latest news for Onirim on Facebook, Instgram, Twitter and Youtube!
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Publisher:
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GIVE ME A REFUND. the brothers in arms series is amazing! the story is very enjoyable the guns arent well...the most
realistic, but this is childhood to me it will always me good!. The gameplay is probably the worst part about this game - it mainly
lacks an intelligent design.
I regret buying this.. OMGOMGOMGBUYIT. xD It's a game worth having I tell you! Stop wasting your and my time by reading
this, go buy it NOW! :D. This is something new! It is a cute game.
Wish I play more games like this.
The color scheme and art are pleasing to the eye. There are no saving slots here so do not screw up on the first date.
The characters are charming - each in its own way ...
They are all so cute so I couldn\u2019t kill any of them.
While playing this game, I stopped feeling like an awkward asocial animal- and find a soulmate.. I would definitely recommend
this game to any male/male romance lovers. All of the characters are charming, but in very different ways. Perhaps, the most
important aspect I liked about this game: the path to either the good or bad endings were not always clear. I enjoy getting to
keep guessing on games like this. Please, play if you like vampires, romance games, or just staring at the attractive characters.. I
highly recommend this game. Quick to pick up, rewarding to master. It's like Quake in the sky. The planes are ultra responsive
and fun to fly. Why are you still reading this? Buy it NOW!. Theres not much to this game, you run around in some hallways
and avoiding ghosts, a few very simple puzzles, and other than that its just rinse\/repeat, atleast that is my experience, I havent
tried this game with VR, so that might be a different and better experience. I dident expect more than what i got for the price
tho, so if you want a short horror experience for very cheap, go ahead.

I can show you some gameplay
https:\/\/youtu.be\/wphfvFAqTgk
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wow breathtaking. You like cats? You like puzzles? If yes, then buy this game right meow.. A very fun bullet-hell shooter.

The main gimmick is that you can choose between 8 types of dolls, each with heavily varying abilities, and none ever come out
as useless. You can buy multiple of each, as they act as your lives, and you can also use these dolls, when their FLOW is
maxed/after a set amount of time, to bump into the enemies (easier said than done in most cases) and unleash a powerful
explosion, the key to success in this game. These are really fun and rewarding mechanics.

Given it's a bullet-hell, expect it to be pretty tough.. EDIT: GAME IS COMPLETELY BUGGED ON MY WMR. (Inc not
saving since I first played among other bugs and a solution is yet to be found. Currently leaving review otherwise as is in the
hopes a solution can be found, however cannot recommend to WMR users as it is impossible to progress and parts of the game
don't work.)

So disclaimer: Since I was a kid, I've always wanted to be able to be able to see a dinosaur for real, so this is probably colouring
my view somewhat. If you're not overly fussed on dinosaurs one way or the other, you're probably not going to like this game.

The Good:
I personally didn't find this a bad game as a lot of others have, in fact there were some real wow moments there from time to
time. It's not ultra realistic but it's the best I've seen for dinosaurs in VR so far. (Note: I've seen Robinsons mentioned and I
think this had the potential to be better (especially in storyline and overall content), but when I played it, it suffered from
controls and mis glitches that were so bad that it was unplayable and the graphics weren't very sharp. At least in this game, the
controls work ok.) I loved being able to wander around and see all the prehistoric creatures. It's also very cool that it hasn't been
limited to dinosaurs and there's some prehistoric reptiles, fish, mammals and insects running around as well.

I liked the visitor's center at the start, IMO it was the best animated of what I've seen so far in the game. The holographic
dinosaurs are beautiful. (A bit more in depth info would be good for people who want it. Think some mini documentaries of a
few mins. Adding some aquatic reptiles that you could view underwater would also be a great thing to add.)

First time through the environments was very cool. Same deal with being able to hatch and ride around on a dinosaur. The sound
effects and music are also good. There's definitely a Jurassic Park x Avatar influence happening (even down to the glowy spots,
floating islands and big wooden gates) in the graphics used in this game.

The tutorial was good, but I wished there was a chance to pause and come back to it/ or restart later in the tutorial as if you end
the session before it's finished you have to restart from the beginning.

I had no problems with blurriness at all. It does seem to be pretty heavy on CPU usage (decent load times, especially the first
time you start the game up, and sometimes it glitches for a second after you start a new environment, but then seems to run
smoothly even on high resolution. I don't think I'd want to try and run this game on my old slower computer though, it'd likely
run very badly. (Check the requirements before you buy it.) It also seemed to have some loading bugs where it froze and also
where there was no sound, but that seemed to resolve with a few reboots and I haven't seen it happen again.)

The not so good:
As others have already pointed out, the game is very limited in scale. IMO it's overpriced at the moment and I'd try to pick it up
on sale unless they add more free content or improve the current content. You can spend quite a bit of time watching everything
in the environments, but unfortunately everything is on rails, so you'll see the same sequences each time. Some randomisation
would do this game the world of good.

There needs to be an option to skip or at least vary the train sequence at the beginning. Although I thought the landing pad area
was wonderfully done, the train ride is on rails and exactly the same (even night vs day, it's the same underlying sequence.) It's
long enough that you don't really want to have to sit through it every time you start the game. The mesosaur is surprisingly badly
animated compared to the dinosaurs later in the game as well.

There's no open world, if you ride your dinosaur it's the same track, with the same dinosaurs every time. The areas to explore
are quite small. Being able to pick paths to go down when riding and a bit of randomisation as to what dinosaurs turn up would
help this game immensely. Imagine how much better this game could be if you had to use clues to search for the dinosaurs
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rather than knowing that at a certain time and place one will be there.

It's hard to play this game seated and you really need an open area around you. (I had a wall on one side and kept finding that
objects I needed were within it.) I'd love for the ability to rotate on the spot using the controller to be added.

You only get 1 dinosaur egg. As far as I can tell, any more will be purchases which considering at the moment it's only a skin, $8
per dino (only 1 currently available) is steep! Particularly given the initial price of the game. There really should be a way to get
more dinosaurs in game included in the price of this game. I also believe there is a very long timer for the extra dinosaur that
can only be run down while the game is running. I hope this doesn't become a theme for further developments. Long timers
should be for freemium, not paid content and certainly shouldn't rely on the game being open.

At the moment, everything becomes a bit grindy with nothing new to do once you've explored everything. Gather, craft a new
gun, repeat. Which brings me to...

Killing dinosaurs! I mean the storyline is you've traveled to a planet, specifically set up so people can peacefully interact with
dinosaurs without killing or being killed. Why is the shooter featured so prominantly?! (And just a mention that you also hit a
dinosaur in the car each time and instead of being concerned, your driver is just annoyed. It doesn't actually die though. Yay?)
There's no option to even use tranks to try and take the dinos down temporarily first, you have to kill them all. (There's mulitple
achievements for doing this.) It's not even a good wave shooter unfortunately, even if you're into that sort of thing. This is
probably my largest complaint for this game. It could have easily been left out and the other parts of the game improved instead.
I do agree with the reviews saying that it does try to do too many things at once, instead of just doing one or two really well.

And finally, it has little resemblance to the trailers (which look amazing) which is misleading. Apart from some of the shooting
sequences and maybe a couple of others, I don't think the majority of footage used is from the game.

I know that sounds like a lot of negatives, but I still did overall enjoy it. If you always wanted to be able to walk through Jurassic
Park and if this game goes on sale again, it may be worth picking up. Similarly if it is improved more (the talk of paid DLC
makes me nervous though) it may be worth full price in the future.

Edit: Just found out unless you want to buy the other Ark games or buy the DLC egg, you ONLY get a single triceratops egg.
What is listed on the store page is untrue, you cannot get any other dinosaurs from the game in any other way. Very unhappy
about that.

Edit2: I've been told you actually can get up to 10 dinosaur eggs in game, but it's only available via the shooter which IMO is the
worst part of the game. Also they must be ultra rare or I'm unlucky as I haven't found a single egg yet.. This is good right here.
Best packer on the market. It respects your UV islands and doesn't ruin your overlaps and mirrored parts. It uses GPU so
iterations are really fast.
If you need to pack UV often, try this thing. There is free demo on steam.. Love it so much.
Almost as much as pudding.
10/10 puddings.

Okay but seriously, the Rbit system is totally awesome and really helps to spice up the game. There are so many possibilites for
play style and killing adorable enemies and missles in this epic quest to save the world's pudding. I mean, it's a bullet hell game
that lets you chop up things with a sword composed of rabbits if you want, instead of long-ranged firing of bullets, how is that
not awesome (and exceedingly difficult if you're bad at these games like me, haha). Personally, the default controls are easy to
use and switching out formations is super fast and efficient once you get the hang of it. So go try this game, you won't regret it
and you'll be drowning yourself in delicious pudding whenever you play it.. If you enjoy repeating the same thing over and over
again, then this game might be for you. But after dying for like the 20th time in a cave full of dolls with a giant made of dolls
chasing after me and killing me, I got pretty bored of the game. When you first start out, it is the same way, it took me forever
to find the inhaler, I died many times. It's also not scary. I guess because dolls don't scare me. Annoying..
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